
Trainee Formula/ Transition management 

Do you have a passion for food and beverages? 

What are  you going to do? 

The head office of Vermaat is located in IJsselstein. You will make the translation from commerce to 
the operation and implement it. You do this together with the team of formula/ transition 
management. As a passionate trainee you own the DNA of Vermaat and spread this to colleagues 
and also indirectly to our guests. From the start of a new location are you involved in the sales 
process and from there you and your colleagues initiate change processes. You keep an eye on the 
planning as well as the financial picture. You take care of that involved teams are aware of the 
progress and possible changes. You take along with the operation. With your stress resistance you 
know how to keep your head cool when several start-ups run simultaneously. For the start-up of 
larger locations, you would like to work hard and see from the floor where (and how) optimization 
can take place. Do you see a challenge in a role where you work on several projects at the same 
time? And are you both operational and financially trained? Then we would like to meet you. 
 
Who are you? 

• You are looking for a challenging internship of 40 hours per week; You get also time for an 
(graduation) assignment. 

• You are doing an HBO education Hotel management, Food & Business or a comparable 
study; 

• You are a hard worker with commercial knowledge. 

• Food and beverages is your passion. 

• You are ambitious, customer oriented and a serious discussion partner 

• You have experience in the use of Microsoft Office 

• You are living in (surroundings) Utrecht 
 
 
Who are we? 
Vermaat tailors its catering concepts to businesses, hospitals, museums, universities, professional 
schools, airports, and events. Vermaat also develops its own brand for the catering and retail 
industries. Vermaat stands for solid partnerships, personal attention and good relationships, 
customized work for its clients, creativity, culinary craftsmanship, and professional teams. We do all 
this with the utmost attention for people and the environment. Vermaat’s core values are 
enthusiasm, growth, attention, and pride. These aren’t just words — they shape our behaviour. You 
can recognize Vermaat employees by their personality and the way they do things for themselves 
and others.  
 

What do we have to offer? 

Do you want to achieve your maximum potential? Never stop growing? Then Vermaat is the place for 
you. We give talent the space to develop yourself and we give a suitable reward. We regularly talk 
about your growth during your internship. What do you want to learn? And what do you want to 
achieve? For this internship you will receive an internship allowance of € 400 per 4-week period (on a 
full-time basis). 

Excited? 

Can you convince us with your track record, but above all with your personality and drive? Reach out 
to us directly using the application button. 


